Chicken, lemon and olive tagine
This is such a great dish – you must try it! In
Morocco we probably had it at least five times.
My first tagine instructor was the lovely Fatna,
who helps our friend Maggie in Tangiers.
Fatna likes to keep the olives separate and use
them as a garnish, having cooked them with
minced garlic, preserved lemon, parsley and
coriander (cilantro). I have simplified; one of
the wonderful things about most tagines is
that you can put everything in together at the
start and then leave it to work its magic
largely undisturbed. It couldn’t be easier.
‘Tagine’ refers to both the dish as well as the cooking vessel, in
which it is also served. In Morocco you often see lines of
earthenware tagines outside restaurants, each sitting on its own
little charcoal brazier and decorated with a tomato
perched on top to catch the eye. But in many
homes today people now use stainless steel
pressure cookers – they take half the time or less
to cook and don’t break. Our best purchases in
Morocco were several simple cooking tagines.
Having seasoned them (a long process involving
soaking, rubbing with garlic, boiling and baking) they now work a
treat on the gas hob. There’s no need for a separate serving dish,
or even plates and cutlery, so ideal if you hate washing up, as I do.
In Morocco one would use a whole chicken. You would go to the
market, choose a bird you like the look of and then get the
vendor to cut its throat, dunk it in boiling water and then stick it
in a mechanised plucking machine for a few seconds before
hacking it into several pieces. The whole process takes a couple
of minutes and you walk off with the butchered chicken in a
plastic bag, muscles still twitching. In some markets you get the
choice of ‘romi’ or ‘beldi’ chickens, ie ‘modern’ or ‘traditional’, the
former being factory farmed and the latter free-range from family
farms in the country. This section of the market has a particular
smell that makes me want to gag. You might think this all
sounds disgusting and be thanking your lucky stars you can get a
sanitised plastic-wrapped packet from Sainsbury’s. But the Moroccan way seems
much more honest, transparent and healthy to me the more I think about it.
Anyway, I suggest legs here as they respond better to slow cooking.
I’ve also slightly upped the spicing. Moroccan tagines are surprisingly
lightly spiced, and I prefer a tad more oomph. The preserved lemon
is what really makes this dish. I have yet to find a store-bought brand
that tastes anywhere near as good as those in Morocco and those I
can make myself in 10 minutes. So I strongly suggest you make your
own. They’re also delicious chopped up into salads and salsas. But if
you don’t have any ready, just use a whole diced lemon.
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Contrary to what I had assumed, tagines are not eaten with couscous in Morocco.
Couscous would be a separate course or event in itself. With tagine you eat bread,
torn into hunks and used to scoop up the meat and mop up the exquisite sauce.
Serves: 4
Time needed: 3 hours

(of which only busy for less than an hour)

4 chicken legs
juice of a lemon
salt
2 medium red onions, finely sliced or diced
1 tbsp minced/grated garlic
1 tbsp powdered ginger
2 tsps ground black pepper
1 tsp turmeric
½ tsp cumin (optional)
¼ tsp ground saffron threads (optional)

⅛ tsp hot chilli powder (optional)
4 tbsps minced parsley stems
4 tbsps minced coriander stems
1 preserved lemon, rinsed and diced (pulp removed if very salty)
large handful violet or green olives (not pitted)
80ml (⅓ cup) olive oil
knob of butter, softened (for optional final step)
coriander leaves to garnish

1. Lay chicken pieces in base of your tagine, or in a heavy casserole dish, and
sprinkle all over with salt and lemon juice. Leave to marinate for half an hour.
Meanwhile prepare other ingredients.
2. Add all other ingredients to chicken except oil, butter and coriander leaves. Add
300ml (a mug) water and mix with your hands. Leave for another half hour.
3. Add olive oil, mix, cover and place over a low flame. Cook slowly for 1¼ hours or
until chicken is very tender and starting to come away from the bone. Stir gently
occasionally during cooking to check nothing is sticking to the bottom and burning.
4. Optional but recommended final step: Remove chicken, carefully so as not to tear
skin, and place skin side up on a baking sheet or grilling rack. Smear skins all
over with softened butter, then grill (broil) until golden brown. Meanwhile reduce
sauce, uncovered, until desired thickness. Taste to check seasoning.
5. Return chicken to sauce, garnish with coriander leaves and serve with Moroccan
bread to mop up the sauce.
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